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ABSTRACT
A minimal partile ontent supersymmetri model with a disrete Z3 symmetry, allowing lepton
number violating terms, is studied. Within this model, the neutrino masses and mixing an be
generated by lepton number violating ouplings. Choosing parameters whih orretly desribe both
the masses and mixing in the neutrino setor, we onsider their reperussions in avour violating
radiative lepton deays, l Ñ l1γ. Suh deays have not been observed and, aordingly, soon to be
improved, upper bounds on their branhing ratios exist. We do not assume dominane of either the
bilinear or trilinear ouplings. We note that ertain parameter sets, whih orretly desribe the
neutrino setor, will also generate observable branhing ratios, some of whih are already preluded,
and suggest four suh sets as Benhmark senarios.
1
1 Introdution
Proesses whih do not onserve lepton avour, the avour osillations in the neutrino setor,
have been observed [1℄. This is in ontrast with the harged setor, where no suh observation
has been made. The deays τ Ñ µγ, eγ and µÑ eγ an be driven solely by the known lepton
avour violation in the neutral setor, the branhing ratio will be small [2℄, however, well below
urrent experimental limits, due to the magnitude of the neutrino mass. Notiing that in many
extensions of the Standard Model this branhing ratio inreases greatly,
1
together with the
fat that experimental bounds for these deays will soon be improved by several orders of
magnitude, suggests that these deays are a valuable plae to srutinise the Standard Model
and test theories whih extend it.
The model onsidered here, the Lepton Number Violating Minimal Supersymmetri Stan-
dard Model (/L-MSSM), is a well motivated extension of the Standard Model. When on-
struting a supersymmetri model dangerous operators arise whih, unless highly suppressed,
would give rise to an unaeptable rate for proton deay. As suh, a disrete symmetry must
be imposed when onstruting the Lagrangian [10,11℄. We hoose a disrete symmetry whih
allows lepton number violating terms, but not baryon number violating terms, resulting in
proton stability. The lepton number violating terms violate R-parity. The superpotential for
the /L-MSSM is given by
W
{LMSSM  ǫab

1
2
λαβkL
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,
(1.1)
where Qa xi , D¯
x
i , U¯
x
i , L
a
i , E¯i, H
a
1
, Ha
2
are the hiral supereld partile ontent, i  1, 2, 3 is
a generation index, x  1, 2, 3 and a  1, 2 are SUp3q and SUp2q gauge indies, respetively.
Laα0,...,3  pH
a
1
, Lai1,2,3q and hene, λ0jk are the lepton Yukawa ouplings and λijk are lepton
1
The eet of lepton avour non-onservation from the harged slepton mass matrix in supersymmetri
extensions of the Standard Model where a seesaw mehanism results in light Majorana neutrinos is noted in
Ref. [3℄, this work is extended in Ref [4℄, where bounds for o-diagonal terms are alulated. In Ref. [5℄ the
results for this model are orrelated with neutrino masses and the pgµ 2q data and in Ref. [6℄ the possibility
of disriminating between dierent supersymmetri seesaw models is investigated. A bottom-up approah is
onsidered in Ref. [7℄, resulting in preditions for the µ Ñ eγ branhing ratio. Methods for diserning models
with heavy right handed neutrinos from R-parity violating models using a number of deays are studied in
Ref. [8℄. Renormalisation group eets due to R-parity violating ouplings and their eet on the µ Ñ eγ
branhing ratio are onsidered in Ref. [9℄.
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number violating parameters, whose role will be onsidered later. µα is the generalised dimen-
sionful µ-parameter, with µ0 and µi, i  1, ...3 the lepton number onserving and violating
parts respetively. Similarly, λ1
0jk are the Yukawa ouplings for the down-type quarks and
λ1ijk violate lepton number. Finally, pYUqij are Yukawa matries with ǫab being the totally
anti-symmetri tensor ǫ12   1. The are further soures of lepton number violation in the
soft breaking setor, however, we present here merely the terms whih will play a role in this
paper,
LSSB  Bαν˜Lαh
0
2 Bαe˜Lαh
 
2   H. . , (1.2)
where Bα is the four-omponent bilinear term Bα  pB0, Biq are Bi are the lepton number
violating omponents. The full supersymmetry breaking part of the Lagrangian and the mass
matries along with further details of the model are presented in Refs. [12,13℄. The alulation
is performed in a basis where the vauum expetation values for the sneutrinos are zero; a
method for moving to this basis from the most general salar potential and properties of this
basis are outlined in Ref. [14℄.
A partiularly noteworthy feature is that the urrent experimental values of neutrino mass
squared dierenes and mixing an be aommodated within the model, being determined by
the value of lepton number violating ouplings in either the superpotential, or the supersym-
metry breaking terms of the Lagrangian [13℄. In fat it has been shown that, one, and only
one, neutrino mass an be generated at tree-level [1518℄ with the masses of the two remaining
generations arising through radiative orretions, produing the hierarhy between solar and
atmospheri mass dierenes in a onvenient fashion. Furthermore, this senario an arise
from a Froggatt-Nielsen model in whih the disrete symmetry is due to the breaking of a
Up1qX [19℄.
Cruially, the operators whih give rise to neutrino masses in this model may also give rise
to lepton avour violation in the harged setor. In this paper, we shall onsider ombinations
of lepton number violating parameters that orretly reprodue the observations made in
osillation experiments. For these sets of parameters we shall investigate whether they would
result in branhing ratios of rare leptoni deays whih would already have been observed,
or would be observed by forthoming experimental studies. If the rare leptoni deays are
not observed, the improving bound will be valuable in preluding ertain senarios. We selet
senarios in whih the o-diagonal terms in the supersymmetry breaking salar mass matries
are zero. It is possible, of ourse, even in the R-parity onserving MSSM, that this is not
3
the ase and that these terms will lead to large branhing ratios for lepton avour violating
deays [4℄. The aim of this study is to examine, speially, the eets of lepton number
violating terms in the Lagrangian and the interplay between the harged and neutral setor.
As suh, we will examine the senarios whih are only present in the /L-MSSM and will not
examine phenomena whih have their origin in the R-parity onserving part of the Lagrangian.
2 Experimental Results, Bounds and Prospets
The results from osillation experiments ombine to desribe the mass squared dierenes
and mixing angles of the neutrino setor inreasing aurately. The urrent 3σ allowed ranges
are [1℄
sin
2 θ12  0.24 0.40 , sin
2 θ23  0.34 0.68 , sin
2 θ13 ¤ 0.041 , (2.3)
∆m221  p7.1 8.9q  10
5
eV
2 , |∆m231|  p1.9 3.2q  10
3
eV
2 . (2.4)
In our analysis we hoose Lagrangian parameters suh that the neutrino mixing angles math
the tri-bimaximal mixing senario of Ref. [20℄,
sin
2 θ12 
1
3
, sin2 θ23 
1
2
, sin2 θ13  0 . (2.5)
The following bounds have been set on the branhing ratios of µÑ eγ [21℄, τ Ñ µγ [22℄ and
τ Ñ eγ [23℄.
BrpµÑ eγq   1.2 1011 at 90% CL (2.6)
Brpτ Ñ µγq   6.8 108 at 90% CL (2.7)
Brpτ Ñ eγq   1.1 107 at 90% CL (2.8)
Future experiments will probe these deays further. It is suggested [2426℄ that the sen-
sitivity to µÑ eγ will be improved to  1013,14, and that the sensitivities to τ Ñ µγ and
τ Ñ eγ will reah  108,9. To onlude, we present the urrent experimental values for the
branhing ratios of τ Ñ µντ ν¯µ, τ Ñ eντ ν¯e and µÑ eνµν¯e [27℄,
Brpτ Ñ µντ ν¯µq  0.1736 0.0005 (2.9)
4
Brpτ Ñ eντ ν¯eq  0.1784 0.0005 (2.10)
BrpµÑ eνµν¯eq  1 (2.11)
3 Generi Diagrams for li Ñ ljγ
At the level of one loop, three basi types of diagram ontribute to the deay li Ñ ljγ and in
eah ase, there is a fermion - boson loop. The external photon an be attahed either to the
fermion in the loop, the boson in the loop or the external leg (Fig. 1). The alulation, as
shown in Fig. 1, was performed in Weyl notation. In this notation, the four-omponent spinor
e 


eL
e¯R


, where eL and eR are two-omponent left-handed spinors and the four-omponent
spinor, f 


ψ
η¯


denotes a generi fermion. The fators assoiated with the verties are
denoted by either Aiks or Biks as shown in the diagrams, the harges of the partiles are
given by Qψ,ϕ, the masses of the partiles in the loop are mψ,ϕ and the masses of the harged
leptons on the external legs are given by mi,j. For more information onerning alulations
using two-omponent spinors, see Ref. [28℄. Taking all possible ombinations of arrows and
negleting diagrams with gauge bosons
2
it an be seen that, in agreement with Ref. [29, 30℄,
at leading order the branhing ratio is given by
Γpli Ñ ljγq 
48π2
G2Fm
2
i

|ΛL|
2
  |ΛR|
2

Γpli Ñ ljνiν¯jq , (3.12)
where
ΛR 
1
p4πq2
AiksBjksQψkmψk


m2ψk  3m
2
φs
4pm2ψk m
2
φs
q
2
 
m4φs
pm2ψk m
2
φs
q
3
ln

mφs
mψk

 
1
2p4πq2
AiksBjksQφsmψk


m2ψk  m
2
φs
2pm2ψk m
2
φs
q
2
 
2m2ψkm
2
φs
pm2ψk m
2
φs
q
3
ln

mφs
mψk


1
2p4πq2
BiksBjksQψkmi


m4ψk  5m
2
ψk
m2φs  2m
4
φs
12pm2ψk m
2
φs
q
3
 
m2ψkm
4
φs
pm2ψk m
2
φs
q
4
ln

mφs
mψk

2
It an be seen that diagrams will be suppressed either by the magnitude of the neutrino mass or, in
diagrams whih ontain lepton number violating operators, by the amount of mixing between the neutri-
nos/neutralinos and harged leptons/harginos.
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Figure 1: The nal state photon an be attahed to either of the external fermions, the fermion
in the loop, or the salar in the loop. All ombinations of heliities of fermions should be
inluded in the alulation.

1
2p4πq2
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ΛL 
1
p4πq2
AjksB

iksQψkmψk
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The ontribution from eah Feynman diagram was expanded under the assumption
m2i , m
2
j ! m
2
ϕ, m
2
ψ. On-shell onditions ould then be applied and terms proportional to
mj were negleted. The resulting expression an then be re-arranged to be seen to ontribute
to eetive operators of the form
3
L
e
 2ΛRijeRjσ
µνeL iFµν   2ΛL ij e¯Lj σ¯
µν e¯R iFµν . (3.13)
Individually, diagrams produe terms ontributing to dierent eetive operators, but these
anel when all possible diagrams are onsidered. Following Ref. [29℄ and inserting the ex-
perimental values given in Eqs. (2.9,2.10,2.11), it is then possible to move from this eetive
operator to a branhing ratio for the rare deay, given by Eq. (3.12).
3
We dene σµν  1
4
pσµσ¯ν  σν σ¯µq and σ¯µν  1
4
pσ¯µσν  σ¯νσµq
6
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Figure 2: The various possible ombinations of partiles whih an be produed in the loop:
hargino and neutral salar; neutralino and harged salar; down quark and up-type squark;
up quark and down-type squark.
4 Spei Diagrams for li Ñ ljγ
The following ombinations of partiles an be produed inside the loop: hargino and neutral
salar; neutralino and harged salar; quark and squark, as shown in Fig. 2. In the /L-MSSM,
mixing ours between harged leptons/harginos and between neutrinos/neutralinos. For
example, there are ve harged fermions,
χi 


κi
κ¯	i

 , i  1, . . . , 5 ,
where i  3, 4, 5 are the harged leptons e, µ and τ . Similarly, there are seven neutral fermions,
χ0i 


κ0i
κ¯0i

 , i  1, . . . , 7 ,
where i  5, 6, 7 are the neutrinos. The two-omponent spinors omprising the quarks are
denoted,
di 


dL i
d¯R i

 , i  1, . . . , 3 ,
7
h−1h
−
1
W˜ 0
νj
h˜−1
eR j
γ
Figure 3: Diagram ontributing to l Ñ l1γ with the only soure of lepton number violating
being the bilinear lepton number violating ouplings in the superpotential, µi.
ui 


uL i
u¯R i

 , i  1, . . . , 3 .
Eah of the diagrams in Fig. 2 are in the same form as outlined in Se. 3. The generi
verties Aiks and Bjks an be replaed by the appropriate Feynman rule, whih are presented in
the Appendix. The alulation is performed in the mass eigenbasis. The full mass matries are
diagonalised and the appropriate rotation matries are alulated numerially and without
approximation. In understanding the important physial ontributions it is more useful,
however, to present diagrams in the mass insertion approximation ontaining interation state
partiles. The plots are based on a Fortran ode whih omputes the full result.
We will onsider the role played by ombinations of lepton number violating parameters
by, rst, investigating the ase in whih the bilinear lepton number violating oupling in the
superpotential orretly produes the atmospheri mass dierene (and the ratios between
the three omponents ensure the mixing angles are reprodued orretly) and another, single,
lepton number violating oupling sets the solar mass dierene. Both soures of lepton num-
ber violation will then ombine to produe a diagram whih ontributes to a lepton avour
violating deay. Seond, we will onsider the senario in whih both the sale of the atmo-
spheri mass dierene and the solar sale are set by radiative orretions, and the bilinear
lepton number violating parameters are set to zero.
4.1 Atmospheri sale set by µ1,2,3
With only µ1,2,3  0 and all other lepton number violating ouplings set to zero the atmo-
spheri mass squared dierene an be orretly reprodued; the solar mass squared dierene
is not generated and no observable branhing ratios for l Ñ l1γ are generated. The non-zero
8
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Figure 4: τ Ñ µγ and ∆m2atm against µ1  the dotted line (and right hand axis) show the
magnitude of ∆m2
atm
with the light grey band indiating the urrent 3σ allowed range; the full
line (and left hand axis) show the branhing ratio of τ Ñ µγ.
µ1,2,3 do bring about a branhing ratio for l Ñ l
1γ, through the diagram shown in Fig. 3.
The fermion inside the loop is a mixture of the heavy neutralinos and the interation state
neutrinos. The amount of mixing between these interation states is dependent on µ1,2,3,
and also determines the mass of the tree level neutrino. The amount of mixing between the
external leg interation state harged higgsino and left handed harged leptons, is also deter-
mined by µ1,2,3. As suh, this diagram ontributes to the li Ñ ljγ deay with branhing ratio
approximately given by,
Γpli Ñ ljγq 
3
p4πq2
|λ0jj|
2
G2Fm
2
i
e2
s2w
M2χ0



1
M2
H



µ0µi
M2
χ




µjg2vu
M2
χ0




2
Γpli Ñ ljνiν¯jq . (4.14)
We will onsider this senario. The µ1,2,3 parameter takes the values
µ1 
µ2
?
2

µ3
?
3
 1.12 1.82MeV , (4.15)
where ratios between omponents of µi are hosen suh that the mixing angles in the PMNS
matrix are generated to take the tri-bimaximal form, whih are in agreement with urrent
bounds, and are entirely generated in the neutral setor. A more detailed presentation of
all the following senarios is presented in Ref. [13℄. The overall sale is varied and the re-
sulting mass squared dierene and branhing ratio for τ Ñ µγ are alulated and shown
9
e˜Rje˜Rj
νk
B˜
eL i eR j
γ

eRk eLn
e˜Rje˜Lm
νLp νLp
Figure 5: Feynman diagrams generated when, rstly, µi indues mixing of interation state
neutrinos with gauginos and higgsinos and seondly, λijk  0 generating neutrino masses
radiatively.
in Fig. 4. The light grey band (and right hand axis) shows the urrent 3σ allow region for
the atmospheri mass squared dierene as given by Eq. (2.4). All other lepton number
violating ouplings are set to zero, and R-parity onserving parameters are xed to be the
SPS1a benhmark point [31℄. We note that, in agreement with Ref. [32℄, the branhing ratios
for li Ñ ljγ are well below urrent experimental limits, as given in Eq. (2.7), and show the
resulting branhing ratio for τ Ñ µγ in Fig. 4.
4.2 Atmospheri sale set by µ1,2,3  Solar sale set by λikk
For the remaining examples, the bilinear lepton number ouplings take the values,
µ1 
µ2
?
2

µ3
?
3
 1.47MeV , (4.16)
whih reprodue orretly the atmospheri mass squared dierene, as shown in Fig. 4. A
single, further lepton number violating oupling λikkp λkikq is then varied. The branhing
ratio for lepton avour violating deays when this oupling orretly generates the observed
solar avour osillation are alulated numerially using a Fortran ode.
4
We nd that there
are senarios of this form whih orretly reprodue all neutrino data and give rise to branhing
ratios for l Ñ l1γ whih are, or will be, observable in experimental studies.
When µ1,2,3, λikk  0 then diagrams shown in Fig. 5 are generated. It an be seen that
the amount of mixing on the fermion line inside the loop, again, orresponds diretly to
the amount of mixing between interation state neutrinos and gauginos/higgsinos. It is this
4
The same ode was used in Ref. [13℄ to alulate the neutrino masses.
10
mixing whih determines the mass of the neutrino produed at tree level and is determined
by the values given to the bilinear lepton number violating parameters, µi. The left hand
vertex is determined by the λ oupling from the superpotential, as dened in Eq. (1.1). This
term in the superpotential generates both ouplings in the seond diagram of Fig. 5. In fat,
if λikk  0, that is, any λ oupling with the nal two indies the same, a single λ oupling
will generate this diagram. The branhing ratio is approximately given by the following
expression,
Γpli Ñ ljγq 
3
p4πq2
|λikk|
2
G2Fm
2
i
e2
c2w
M2χ0



1
m2e˜



µkgvu
M2
χ0




2
Γpli Ñ ljνiν¯jq . (4.17)
In the following setions, we shall onsider in turn all λ ouplings with symmetri nal indies.
4.2.1 µ1,2,3 and λ211
The rst example onsidered is λ211. As λ211 is varied, Fig. 6 shows the resulting solar mass
squared dierene, given by the dashed line, and the µ Ñ eγ branhing ratio, given by the
full line. The light grey strip shows the urrent experimental value for the solar mass squared
dierene and the dark grey area is the area presently exluded by µÑ eγ searhes.
The value of λ211 required to generate the orret value for the solar mass dierene must
be omparatively large to ompensate for the smallness of the mass of the eletron indued
in the loop. The µ Ñ eγ diagram generated has a large mass in the loop, and there is no
suppression in the slepton part of the graph due to intergenerational, or left-right, mixing.
As suh, it an be seen that this senario, although orretly explaining neutrino masses, is
ruled out as it predits a µ Ñ eγ branhing ratio whih would have been observed already.
Furthermore, it is shown in Ref. [33,34℄, that a λ211 oupling of this magnitude would violate
harged urrent universality.
4.2.2 µ1,2,3 and λ122
In the top right plot of Fig. 6, it is shown that the value of λ122 required to orretly generate
the solar mass squared dierene is smaller; a muon is now produed in the loop ontributing
to the neutrino mass. The lower value of λ122, in turn, makes the µ Ñ eγ branhing ratio
produed lower than the previous example, however it is still at the edge of the region ruled out
by experiment with 90% ondene level. For senarios with slightly heavier salar masses
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Figure 6: µ Ñ eγ and ∆m2sol against λ211 or λ122  the dotted line (and right hand axis)
show the magnitude of ∆m2
sol
with the light grey band indiating the urrent 3σ allowed range;
the full line (and left hand axis) show the branhing ratio of µ Ñ eγ with the dark grey area
showing the values urrently exluded at 90% ondene level. For the upper two plots, the
R-parity onserving parameters are set by the SPS1a benhmark points, for whih the mass
of the harged salar that onsists mostly of interation state µ˜R is approximately 143 GeV.
For the lower two plots, the mass of the salars was inreased suh that the mass of µ˜R was
raised to 145 GeV (bottom left) and 265 GeV (bottom right).
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than the SPS1a benhmark point this would not be ruled out. In the two bottom plots
of Fig. 6 the mass of the salars has been inreased, suh that the mass of the harged
salar whih is mostly µ˜R is 143 GeV (bottom left) and 265 GeV (bottom right) ompared
to approximately 145 GeV whih is produed by the SPS1a benhmark values of R-parity
onserving parameters. We note how sensitive the resulting branhing ratio is to the mass of
the salar in the loop. As shown in Eq. (4.17), the Brpl Ñ l1γq  1{m4µ˜. Beause this senario
is at the edge of urrent limits, and beause of this sensitivity to the value of salar masses,
it is a partiularly interesting senario whih an be studied in future experiments.
4.2.3 µ1,2,3 and λ311,133
In the rst plot of Fig. 7, we note the eet on the branhing ratio of τ Ñ eγ by varying λ311.
The values for λ311 whih orretly reprodue the neutrino data are not ruled out by urrent
rare deay searhes. Not only is the experimental bound less stringent, but the branhing
ratio is suppressed by a fator of pm2τ{m
2
µqpBrpµÑ eνµν¯eq{Brpτ Ñ eντ ν¯eqq  1600 ompared
to the that of Set. 4.2.1 and the fat that the λ oupling itself is smaller. The predited
branhing ratio generated by the λ133 oupling that orretly generates the solar mass squared
dierene, is even smaller due to the lower value of the oupling.
4.2.4 µ1,2,3 and λ322,233
The right hand plots of Fig. 7 demonstrate that the values of λ322 or λ233 whih reprodue
the neutrino results are not exluded and well below urrent experimental sensitivity. We
note that the values for λ322 whih produe the neutrino mass are smaller than for λ211 due
to mass of the µ produed in the loop and λ233 smaller still.
4.3 Atmospheri sale set by µ1,2,3  Solar sale set by λ
1
ikk
When µi, λ
1
ikk  0 the diagrams shown in Fig. 8 are generated. In this ase, the mixing on the
external leg is driven by the µi term, again being determined suh that the atmospheri mass
dierene is produed orretly at tree level. In a similar fashion to the previous setion, the
λ1 oupling on the left hand vertex is varied and the resulting solar mass squared dierene
13
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Figure 7: τ Ñ eγ (full line, left axis) and ∆m2sol (dotted line, right axis) against λ311,133 or
λ133; τ Ñ µγ (full line, left axis) and ∆m
2
sol (dotted line, right axis) against λ322 or λ233

d˜Lkd˜Rj
uLk
uRk
eL i h˜+2
γ

dRk dLk
d˜Rmd˜Li
νLj νLn
Figure 8: Feynman diagrams generated when λ1ikk generates neutrino masses radiatively and
µ1,2,3 indue mixing on the external leg.
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Figure 9: τ Ñ µγ and ∆m2sol against λ
1
122
.
onsidered. The branhing ratio is approximately given by
Γpli Ñ ljγq 
3
p4πq2
|λ1ikk|
2
G2Fm
2
i
|pYUqkk|
2m2uk

3

1
m2
d˜



µkmek
m2
χ



M2
d˜ LR
M2
d˜ R
M2
d˜ L



2
Γpli Ñ ljνiν¯jq ,
(4.18)
where M2
d˜ L
and M2
d˜ R
are diagonal entries in the squark mass matries and M2
d˜ LR
is the
o-diagonal term whih determines the mixing between the salar partners of the left and
right handed quarks. We note that the mixing between eR and harginos is muh smaller
than the mixing of ν and neutralinos, and as suh there is a suppression relative to the λ-
driven diagrams. Furthermore, at the SPS1a benhmark point, the squarks are heavier than
the harged sleptons; the branhing ratios are highly sensitive to the salar mass and this
further suppresses λ1 ontributions in omparison with λ diagrams. The result being that the
λ1 verties produe a negligible eet in this senario.
With only the µi  0, setting the atmospheri mass sale, the diagram shown in Fig. 3
gives a ontribution to the τ Ñ µγ branhing ratio of the order 1.381020 (Fig. 4) ompared
to whih we an ignore the ontribution from quark loops, as shown in Fig. 9 whih takes λ1122
as an example.
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Figure 10: Feynman diagrams generated when the bilinear terms in the superpotential and
supersymmetry breaking terms, µi and Bj respetively, are non-zero
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Figure 11: τ Ñ µγ and ∆m2sol against B2
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∗
jkk

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dRk
eL i eL j
γ
λ′ikk λ
′
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Figure 12: Feynman diagrams whih ontribute to li Ñ ljγ, in the ase where trilinear lepton
number violating ouplings are dominant.
4.4 Atmospheri sale set by µ1,2,3  Solar sale set by Bi
The diagrams shown in Fig. 10 are generated when µi, Bj  0. In the rst diagram of Fig. 10,
the mixing on the internal fermion is set by µj and the mixing on the salar line is set by
Bi. Again, we note that the mass of the partile inside the loop for the rare deay diagram is
of the same order of magnitude as of the partile in the radiative orretion to the neutrino
mass. The ontribution to the branhing ratio is approximately given by,
Γpli Ñ ljγq 
3
p4πq2
|λ0jj|
2
G2Fm
2
i
e2
c2w

1
m2
H 

Bi
m2
H 

µjgvu
mχ0
2
Γpli Ñ ljνiν¯jq . (4.19)
As suh, we see that these diagrams are not ruled out by urrent experimental bounds, as
shown in Fig. 11, and are not within reah of upoming studies.
4.5 Atmospheri sale set by λ  Solar sale set by λ1
In the following setions, both the atmospheri and solar mass sales are set by radiative
orretions. Again, we an nd ombinations of parameters whih orretly desribe the
neutrino setor and also give rise to experimentally attainable branhing ratios for l Ñ l1γ.
We rst onsider the ase in whih λ133 and λ233 are varied over the following range,
λ133  
?
2λ233  5 10
5
 8 10
5 . (4.20)
The ratio ensures the orret mixing between neutrino interation states is reprodued and the
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magnitude sets in atmospheri masses squared dierene. In addition to this, the ontribution
of the rst diagram in Fig. 12 to the branhing ratio of l Ñ l1γ is approximately given by,
Γpli Ñ ljγq 
3
p4πq2
|λikk|
2
|λjkk|
2
G2F

1
24
1
m2ν˜
2
Γpli Ñ ljνiν¯jq . (4.21)
The results are given in the upper left panel on Fig. 13. The dashed line (and right
hand axis) show the atmospheri mass squared dierene and the light grey band shows the
values for whih λ133,233 generate an atmospheri mass dierene in agreement with urrent
experimental observations. The full line (and left hand axis) show the orresponding branhing
ratio for µÑ eγ. The resulting branhing ratio is well below urrent or future experimental
sensitivity.
To generate the solar mass squared dierene, λ1kk,2kk,3kk are varied in the following hier-
arhy, ensuring the resulting mixing matrix takes the form observed by experiment,
λ11kk 
λ1
2kk
?
2
 
λ1
3kk
?
3
. (4.22)
The seond diagram in Fig. 12, produes a ontribution to the li Ñ ljγ branhing ratio of
approximately,
Γpli Ñ ljγq 
3
p4πq2
|λ1ikk|
2
|λ1jkk|
2
G2F

1
3
1
m2u˜
2
Γpli Ñ ljνiν¯jq . (4.23)
The results for the three possible ases, that is k  1, 2, 3, are shown in the remaining
panels of Fig. 13. We note that while k  2, 3 are well below urrent or planned experimental
sensitivity, the senario in whih λ1
111,211,311 generate the solar mass squared dierene would
be disernible by upoming experimental studies, although we note that bounds from µ  e
onversion in nulei already strongly onstrain this set of parameters [35℄. When the solar
mass squared dierene is generated by λ1133,233,333, bottom right panel of Fig. 12, the branhing
ratio is of the same order as that given by λ133,233, setting the solar sale, and ontributes
with opposite sign. Resulting in the negative gradient shown.
4.6 Atmospheri sale set by λ1  Solar sale set by λp
1
q
Again, both the atmospheri and solar mass sales are set by radiative orretions. First, we
onsider the senario in whih the atmospheri mass squared dierene is set by λ1
111,211,311.
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Figure 13: µÑ eγ and ∆m2sol,atm against λ
p
1
q
 In the top left panel λ133,233 are varied and the
resulting branhing ratio for µÑ eγ (full line, left hand axis) and ∆m2atm (dashed line, right
hand axis, grey band showing urrent 3σ band from experiment) are noted. In the remaining
three panels, λ1
1kk,2kk,3kk are varied and Br(µÑ eγ) and ∆m
2
sol are shown.
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Figure 14: µÑ eγ and ∆m2atm against λ
1
111
 λ1
111,211,311 are varied and the resulting branhing
ratio for µ Ñ eγ (full line, left hand axis, dark grey area showing values exluded by exper-
imental searhes) and ∆m2atm (dashed line, right hand axis, light grey band showing urrent
3σ band from experiment) are noted.
The parameters are given by,
λ1
111

λ1211
?
2

λ1311
?
3
. (4.24)
The resulting atmospheri mass squared dierene and resulting branhing ratio for µÑ
eγ are shown in Fig. 14, from whih it an be seen that the parameter spae whih brings
about the orret atmospheri mass dierene is already ruled out by the rare deay searhes.
In a similar fashion, we onsider the senario in whih the atmospheri mass squared
dierene is set by λ1
133,233,333, as follows,
λ1133 
λ1
233
?
2

λ1
333
?
3
. (4.25)
The results are given in the upper left panel of Fig. 15. In this ase, we note that the values
of λ1
133,233,333 whih give the orret value for the neutrino mass, generate negligible rates for
µÑ eγ.
The solar mass squared dierene must now be generated. It an be set either by λ133,233
or by a dierent set of λ1 ouplings. First we examine λ1
1kk,2kk,3kk, whih are varied as follows,
λ1
1kk 
λ1
2kk
?
2
 
λ1
3kk
?
3
. (4.26)
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The upper right and bottom left panels show the results for these parameters. Again, we note
that although the senario in whih the solar sale is set by λ1
122,222,322 (bottom left panel) is
not within experimental sensitivity, λ1
111,211,311 (top right panel) is lose to the urrent bounds
and would be seen by searhes planned for the near future.
The nal possibility is that the solar mass squared dierene be set by λ133,233. The
parameters are varied in the following hierarhy,
λ133  
?
2λ233 . (4.27)
The results, given in the bottom right panel of Fig. 15, show that this senario is well below
both urrent and future experimental bounds.
5 Benhmarks
Benhmark senarios for studying R-parity violating models have been suggested [36℄, for
whih the mass spetrum, nature of the lightest supersymmetri partile and deays have
been studied. The benhmarks presented in [36℄ are seleted as they produe interesting
signatures at future olliders and are onstrained by measurements of pg  2qµ, the b Ñ sγ
deay and mass bounds from diret partile searhes.
In addition to these benhmarks, we suggest some other interesting senarios. Our moti-
vation being that neutrino data is known and we demand that the model orretly reprodues
these results. As there are numerous ombinations of lepton number violating parameters
whih satisfy this requirement, we onsider senarios for whih the upoming l Ñ l1γ searhes
will onstrain the Lagrangian parameters.
The following ombinations of lepton number violating parameters are onsidered, where
all R-parity onserving parameters are set at the SPS1a benhmark point,
• Benhmark Senario 1 
µ1 
µ2
?
2

µ3
?
3
 1.47MeV , λ211  7.4 10
4
• Benhmark Senario 2 
µ1 
µ2
?
2

µ3
?
3
 1.47MeV , λ311  3.7 10
2
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Figure 15: µÑ eγ and ∆m2sol,atm against λ
p
1
q
 In the top left panel λ1
133,233,333 are varied and
the resulting branhing ratio for µ Ñ eγ (full line, left hand axis) and ∆m2atm (dashed line,
right hand axis, grey band showing urrent 3σ band from experiment) are noted. In the top
right and bottom left panels, λ1111,211,311 and λ
1
122,222,322 are varied, respetively, and the µÑ eγ
and ∆m2sol are shown. In the bottom right hand panel λ133,233 are varied and the µÑ eγ and
∆m2sol are given.
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• Benhmark Senario 3 
λ133  
?
2λ233  6.5 10
5 , λ1
111

λ1211
?
2
 
λ1311
?
3
 1.05 102
• Benhmark Senario 4 
λ1133 
λ1
233
?
2

λ1
333
?
3
 3.25 105 , λ1111 
λ1
211
?
2
 
λ1
311
?
3
 1.05 102 .
In the rst two benhmark senarios the observed avour osillations of atmospheri neu-
trinos are driven by the bilinear lepton number violating term in the superpotential giving
rise to a mass dierene at tree level. For this to our, the µi parameters are of the order 1
MeV. In Benhmark Senario 1, the solar mass squared dierene is then generated by setting
λ211  7.4  10
4
. Merely for omparison, we note that this is approximately λ211  25 ye,
where ye is the Yukawa oupling assoiated with a given partile, in this ase being the ele-
tron. This will give rise to branhing ratios for µ Ñ eγ whih an be probed by upoming
experimental studies. In Benhmark 2 the solar mass squared dierene is determined by
λ311  3.7 10
2
 1200 ye. This ombination of parameters will generate a branhing ratio
for τ Ñ eγ whih may be probed by future studies of τ deays.
In the Benhmark Senarios 3 and 4 both the atmospheri and solar mass squared dier-
enes are set by radiative orretions. The bilinear lepton number violating terms are set to
zero, and the neutrinos are all massless at tree-level. In Benhmark Senario 3, |λ133,233|  3ye
set the atmospheri mass dierene and |λ1
111,211,311|  40 yd sets the solar mass squared
dierene. In Benhmark Senario 4, |λ1133,233,333|  0.1 yd sets the atmospheri sale and
|λ1
111,211,311|  40 yd gives the solar sale. In both Benhmarks 3 and 4, µ Ñ eγ would give
branhing ratios whih will be observed by future experimental studies.
6 Conlusions
That lepton avour violating deays of harged partiles have not been observed is worthy of
note. The suppressed branhing ratios arise automatially in the Standard Model, but this
is not the ase in Supersymmetri extensions where it already puts strong bounds on ertain
parameters. In this paper, we have examined the eets of lepton number violating ouplings
on these branhing ratios. Combinations of parameters whih desribe the neutrino setor
were hosen to be examined and their subsequent eet on the rare deays onsidered.
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We rst investigated the ase in whih R-parity onserving parameters are set to the
SPS1a benhmark point and the bilinear lepton number violating term in the superpotential,
µi generates the atmospheri mass dierene. We showed that the values of µi whih orretly
desribe the atmospheri mass dierene and mixing angles are not ruled out by the urrent
bounds on τ Ñ µγ, eγ or µÑ eγ. As suh, the bounds from lepton deays are less stringent
than the bounds from neutrino data. We then onsidered the ase in whih a further lepton
number violating parameter orretly reprodues the solar mass dierene and onsidered the
ombined eet on the l Ñ l1γ deays. We note that in this senario these deays an impose
onstraints on one of the trilinear lepton number violating parameters in the superpotential,
λ. We onsidered all the examples in whih the λ oupling has symmetri nal indies, whih
generate the solar neutrino mass with just one non-zero oupling. λ211 and λ122 are exluded
by experimental searhes for µ Ñ eγ; λ311, λ133, λ332, λ233 are not. We note, however, that
the branhing ratios are sensitive to the masses of the salar partiles in the loop. As suh, in
senarios where the salar masses are heavier than those in SPS1a, the branhing ratios an
be greatly suppressed.
In this senario, the limits on l Ñ l1γ do not plae useful onstraints on λ1, or the bilinear
lepton number violating terms in the supersymmetry breaking part of the Lagrangian, Bi;
generally, the urrent onstraints from the neutrino setor are stronger.
Seond, we onsidered the senario in whih trilinear lepton number violating ouplings
are dominant. We set all bilinear lepton number violating ouplings to zero, and again set R-
parity onserving parameters to the SPS1a benhmark point. In this senario, both neutrino
mass sales are determined by radiative orretions and in order to generate the orret mixing
matrix in the lepton setor, more than one lepton number violating oupling must be non-
zero for eah mass sale. Beause of this, diagrams whih ontribute to l Ñ l1γ are generated.
We note that limits already exist when λ1
111,211,311 are used to generate mass dierenes in
this senario. In general however, for λ
p
1
q
x22,x33 the onstraints from the neutrino masses are
stringent.
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A Appendix
In this setion, we present the Feynman Rules for the /L-MSSM. The mixing matries, Z,
diagonalise the mass matries of the model and determine the amount of interation eigenstate
in eah mass eigenstate. The full mass matries and denitions of the mixing matries are
presented in Ref. [13℄.
A.1 Neutral Salar - Charged Fermion - Charged Fermion intera-
tions
H0q κ
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κp
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A.2 Charged Salar - Neutral Fermion - Charged Fermion intera-
tions
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A.3 Squark - Charged Fermion - Quark interations
u˜yq d
y
Rk
κp
 iλ1αijZu˜iqZ

p2 αqpZdRjk
u˜yq d
y
Lj
κ p
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e
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